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fast, flexible, versatile

Humanity Tents
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Political changes, natural catastrophes, or a severe accident 

— on-site helpers need to be flexible and implement mea-

sures in a matter of seconds in order to protect and care for 

those affected. For these situations, good communication 

and seamless logistic systems are of particular importance.

All over the world, and practically 

on a daily basis, people find them-

selves in emergency situations 

which demands fast and compre-

hensive aid.

HAITI  EARTHQUAKE  RS 6.9

19°N, 72°W   JAN 2010 

NEW ORLENAS  HURRICANE

29°57˙N,  90°4˙W  AUG 2005 

GYBE HUMANITY TENT
Fast, flexible, versatile.
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Many helpers work selflessly and to the point of exhaustion 

in order to save lives. In that pursuit, they need intelligent 

technology and equipment which was designed for such 

critical moments, so that even the most difficult situation 

in unknown territory can be mastered successfully.

LIBYA  REFUGEE CAMP

26°N, 18°O  MAR 2011 

IVORY COAST  CIVIL WAR

5° 20˙N, 4° 2˙W  NOV 2010 

AFGHANISTAN  HUMANITY MISSION

34°N, 66°O  OCT 2001 

JAPAN  EARTHQUAKE

35°N, 136°O  MAR 2011 

THAILAND  TSUNAMI

15°N, 101°O  DEC 2004
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The GYBE HUMANITY TENT was developed for deployment 

under extreme conditions in hard-to-access regions. With its 

modular technology, the tent can adapt to any situation — 

no matter which deployment may await it. 

All GYBE HUMANITY TENTs feature low weight and storage 

size. They are ideal for use by small, mobile, and versatile 

rescue teams. Both the TENT 4000 and the TENT 5000 can 

be carried and set up by one person.

MOBILE DEPLOYMENT

→  More information on page 8.
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Help is often needed in places where many people meet.  

For these moments, quick decisions, good organization,  

and a simple logistic setup are what count the most.

With the GYBE HUMANITY TENTs, you have the possibility 

to react to given conditions quickly and flexibly. Whether 

a simple tent, a modular sickbay, or an entire tent city — 

there are no boundaries to optimal aid measures.

Floor space can be calculated quickly, facilitating logistics 

planning, whether first aid on short notice or a lengthy 

relief program. The side panels of the GYBE HUMANITY TENT 

are water-repellant, physically sturdy, and UV-protectant.

HELP: ALWAYS AND ANYWHERE 

→  More information on page 15.
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When disaster strikes, every second counts. All cogs have 

to fit together like clockwork in order to reach the site and 

deliver first aid in a timely manner.

The GYBE HUMANITY TENT is manufactured with fire-resistant 

materials, is absolutely robust, and can be set up within 2 

minutes with the help of compressed air cylinders.

FAST AND RELIABLE

→  More information on page 11.
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OVERCOMING CRISES There are catastrophes and events in which only military 

help can guarantee protection for people and their good 

health.

The GYBE HUMANITY TENT is flexible, reliable, and 

indestructible – ideal for deployment in the most extreme 

conditions. The tent can be customized by color and print. 

That also includes “all over” and camouflage motifs for 

deployment in areas plagued by armed conflict.

→  More information on page 14.
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CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLE

The inflated support structure consists of a very high-

strength outer layer of Dacron. For the airtight inner tube, 

a stretchable PU foil is used. This construction has been 

tested over the course of many years in kite sports and 

has been used thousands of times under the toughest of 

circumstances.

This special technology allows an ideal balance between 

firmness and weight, which is manifested both in the 

materials used and in the form of the tents.

The structure of the GYBE HUMANITY TENT is so solid that 

a weight of up to 15 kg can be mounted at the crosspoint 

without a problem.

Valve

Inner tube

Outer layer: Dacron

Tarpaulin (wear-resistant PVC)
EVENT TENT 4000 5000

Height 3.0 m 4.2 m

Width 4.0 m 5.0 m

Length 4.0 m 5.0 m  

Base area 16.0 m² 25.0 m²

Height of doorway 2.2 m 2.45 m

Weight 15 kg 19 kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS

All GYBE HUMANITY TENTs feature a low weight 

and compact storage volume. They are ideal for 

deployment with mobile rescue teams. Both the 

TENT 4000 and the TENT 5000 can be carried 

and set up by one person.

ASSEMBLY TIME 4000 5000

Double-stroke hand pump 16 min 28 min

Battery-powered pump  220 v 5 min 9 min

Air compressor 4 min 6 min
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OnePump air distribution system
Connecting tubes in the crossing support structure  
guarantee a swift and smooth setup of the tent.
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ONE PUMP SYSTEM

As a rule, every GYBE HUMANITY TENT comes with a 

ONE PUMP SYSTEM. . With the help of external compressed 

air devices (air cylinders, electric air compressors), the tent 

can be set up in less than 2 minutes.

The ONE PUMP SYSTEM consists of a central input valve, 

which equally distributes the incoming air to 3 entry 

points and then to a distribution system, ensuring a 

steady inflation of the tent.

Various adapters can be ordered to fit your air compres-

sion system of choice.

Valve

Distribution 
system
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SAFETY FEATURES

The GYBE HUMANITY TENT is crafted using flame-

retardant materials, and in addition all side panels 

are water-repellant and UV-protectant. The specially 

designed safety relief valve ensures that no damage 

can be incurred during setup.

With the GYBE HUMANITY TENT we guarantee the 

highest degree of product safety and durability, which 

will fulfill even the highest of demands on quality.

Pressure control valve 0.5 bar

Fire grade b 1

Water repellant grade 5*

*iso4920

OnePump inlet valve
This ingenious system for distributing air pressure is  
specially constructed for a swift and safe setup.
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SCOPE OF DELIVERY

Our tents are always delivered in a ready-to-use 

complete package: 

The ONE PUMP SYSTEM was specially designed for a 

quick setup. That is why we strongly recommend using 

an electric or battery-powered pump, a compressor or 

other air compression system.

 1 x    Tent

4 x    Side Panels 
          (2x continuous, 2x vertically opening zipper)

 1 x    One Pump system with safety relief valve

4 x    Sandbags

4 x    Waterbags

4 x    Bracing ropes

 1 x    Convenient backpack carrying case
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Indestructible
Fire-retardant, water-repellant, and UV-protectant —  
the GYBE Humanity Tent can withstand nearly anything.
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SIDE PANELS

The standard package for the HUMANITY TENT includes  

4 continuous side panels made of RipStop material     .

A zipper makes it easy to attach and detach in just 

seconds. 

For maximum flexibility, you can extend your Humanity 

Tent by the sidepanels      –     :

PRINTING AND CUSTOMIZING

Aside from the classic silk-screen printing, there is also 

the possibility of sewing logos or motifs into the side 

panels. The advantage of sewing is that it allows the 

realization of particularly large motifs.

Side panel (continuous), surrounding zipper

Side panel in 2 sections: bottom RipStop, top PVC window

Side panel with oval doorway (zipper)

Side panel with vertically opening doorway (zipper)

1

2
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4

1

2

3

4

1

Crazy of detail
Loving workmanship and high-grade materials  
are the mark of our passion for our product.

2 4
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ACCOMPANYING ITEMS

In order to be able to connect multiple tents together,  

we offer you the FUSION connector roofs.

     FUSION 4000        Connector piece    4 > 4 m

     FUSION 4500         Connector piece    4 > 5 m

     FUSION 5000         Connector piece    5 > 5 m

1

2

3

1
2

3

Fusion

With this tent, you have the possibility to react to given 

conditions quickly and flexibly. Whether a simple tent, a 

modular sickbay, or an entire tent city, floor space can be 

calculated quickly to facilitate logistics planning.

Diverse terrains call for diverse fastening methods. 

To make sure your tent is always securely fixed to the 

ground, you can order additional tent pegs.

→  More information available at     www.gybe-humanity.com
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Behind every good product stands a good idea —  

behind every mission the perfect interplay of diverse 

factors.

Thanks to years of experience, the right team, 

the courage to conquer new horizons and take on 

demanding challenges: a vision is becoming reality.

GYBE
Behind every good product stands a good idea

Ralf Groesel
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This is the standard RGD™ Ralf Groesel Design has set 

for himself. All GYBE products — GYBE INFLATABLE TENT 

and GYBE HUMANITY TENT — stem from his pen and 

profit from his years of experience as an entrepreneur.

GYBE HUMANITY TENT    Fast, flexible, versatile
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FURTHER INFORMATION

www.gybe-humanity.com

info@gybe-humanity.com

INQUIRY BY PHONE 

phone  +49 (0) 4421 / 987 88 95

fax  +49 (0) 4421 / 987 88 97

DISTRIBUTION GERMANY

gybe design team germany gmbh

Rheinstraße 39

26382 Wilhelmshaven

Germany

CONCEPT, DESIGN AND EDITING

Markus Günther – Formzoo Berlin

www.formzoo.com      © Berlin 2011

Text:        Alf-Tobias Zahn © Berlin 2011

Photos:   Sophia Kesting © Leipzig 2011

GYBE™ is a division of 
Adventure Design GmbH 
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www.gybe-humanity.com


